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ABSTRACT   

Mezzocielo (or "half of the sky") is a concept for a new class of telescopes where a full spherical optical surface is made 
by filling with a liquid a structure built up with spherical lenses and almost covering an entire sphere. Lenses of the same 
class of existing ones can be arranged, for example like the faces of a dodecahedron, in order to build up a sphere in the 1 
to 4m class in diameter. Liquid with low refractive index and high transparency are available in the electronic and cooling 
industry and made up devices with strong high order spherical aberrations but consistently identical over basically any 
direction in the sky simultaneously. An ensemble of moving correctors or a hemispherical array of the same kind of devices 
can feed a number of detectors lying in the range of the ten of thousands, making modern CMOS the only, today, viable 
solution to such a kind of futuristic facility. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Large optical ground-based facilities today consists of optical systems with a main, often segmented, primary reflecting 
mirror. The use of reflective concave spherical mirrors for observing celestial objects produces, in general, images affected 
by strong spherical aberration. Such aberration, however, at least with the proper choice of the entrance pupil position (that 
should contain the center of the spherical surface that defines the reflecting surface) is the same for any line of sight. This 
lead to the concept of telescopes like the Schmidt one in which a corrective system (like a Schmidt plate) properly placed 
in the entrance pupil, is able to correct or compensate most of such spherical aberration and to achieve high-quality wide 
field of view images. Schmidt telescopes revolutionized the research in astronomy for their ability to provide large format 
high quality, seeing limited images for almost a century. It is interesting to note that the Schmidt plate has its own optical 
axis. Off-axis beams, in fact, see the Schmidt plate in an oblique manner, and the compensation of the spherical aberration 
that is introduced by such a device slightly depends upon the off-axis angle. The concept of compensating spherical 
aberration for a different line of sight is also employed in some optical[1] and radio telescopes[2] for specific directions at 
a time with a spherical reflector fixed in space or with limited repointing capabilities. 

Multiplexing the compensation of aberration is another approach, that has been introduced for the case of correcting off 
axis aberrations [3,4,5] while multiplexing the number of the correctors is being implemented in a concept[6] nicknamed 
“FlyEye” with the aim of patrolling the sky for space debris or Near Earth Objects. 

Refractive concepts with a purely monocentric design are known[7] but usually employs extremely small apertures with a 
bulk glass monocentric spherical lens. We describe here an approach in which a focusing sphere is obtained by fitting 
several meniscus lenses with the proper choice of inner and outer radii in order to obtain, from the optical viewpoint, a 
segmented hollow sphere that can be later filled with liquid. Using lenses of a class of one meter, in diameter, an approach 
that is nowadays used in astronomical instrumentation [8,9] and low refractive index liquids [10] one can obtain a 
converging lens with a manageable focal ratio (see also Fig.1). 
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Figure 1 - A spherical surface made up with conventional glass is a slightly diverging element if kept empty, a wildly 
focusing one if filled with water, or a more gentle positive lens if filled with a liquid characterized by a low refractive 
index. 
 

The further introduction of multiple identical cameras compensating for the common spherical aberration (whose high 
order component is likely to be of large relevance with respect to the third-order one, given the relatively fast focal ratio) 
is a concept previously exploited into Monocentric Multi Scale imagers [11,12] usually with a small and solid common 
monocentric focusing sphere. In the case described here, however, a large-sized sphere of the order of a few to several 
meters is envisaged. 

2. BUILDING UP A FOCUSSING SPHERE 
As previously briefly outlined, one can build up a spherical transparent container of optical quality through the assembly 
of several meniscus lenses rather filled by a low refractive index liquid. While the latter must have the proper qualities of 
transparency and homogeneity, the choice of the geometry for assembling the containing sphere leave to a large number 
of possible geometries. As a merely illustrative purpose, we use in the following a dodecahedron approach with two options 
for the way the faces are replaced by meniscus lenses. With reference to Fig.2 one can envisage a situation in which the 
lenses are edge cut into a pentagonal shape in order to almost perfectly fill a sphere. In this case a total of 12 originally 
round lenses with diameter d will produce an overall focusing sphere of diameter D given by: 

𝐷 =
(1 + √5))30 − 6√5

8 	𝑑 ≅ 1.95𝑑 

While in case a pentagonal plate is being mounted containing fully round lenses, the same relationships turn out to be of 
the order of: 

𝐷 =
)30 − 6√5

2 	𝑑 ≅ 2.42𝑑 
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The first case, depicted in the left side or panel a of Fig.2, allow for an almost 100% optically usable surfaces, in principle. 
However, the need for supporting the edges of the lenses, and to avoid spilling of the liquid inside, will render the actual 
overall surface slightly less than 100% efficient. In contrast, the second option, depicted in the right-side panel b in Fig.2 
is making a focusing spherical optical device that contains non-transparent portions. The overall size is larger by about 
20%, making the frontal section 40% larger, however. Furthermore, one should remind that some of the original refractive 
material has been removed in the first case cutting the edges to a pentagonal shape. While the first will likely introduce 
little variations in the throughput depending upon the line of sight, the second will likely introduce some variations and 
which of the two options, or any in between, is the most favorable is to be defined upon the completion of a detailed study 
that is going on. 

 
Figure 2 - A spherical element is achieved, in this example, by replacing the faces of a dodecahedron with: a) circular 
meniscus with the edges cut to fit a pentagonal shape or b) meniscus lenses fitted within a pentagonal support. In 
the two cases, different relationships between the lenses diameter d and the overall sphere diameter D holds. 
 

3. TOWARD THE MEZZOCIELO CONCEPT 
This kind of approach is capable, in principle, to survey simultaneously almost the whole sky available at a certain location, 
or half of the whole sky. From this the nickname of mezzocielo that is the combination of mezzo, “half” and cielo, “sky” 
in the Italian language. As one-meter class optical elements does exist and have been built for astronomical instrumentation 
a 2 to 3-meter class sphere is not unrealistic with existing technology, although a number of issues have to be addressed, 
including the transparency of the liquid, the deformation due to the hydraulic load and the capability of refilling the sphere 
for any spilling or evaporation. Spheres of smaller size are interesting. A preliminary cost estimate makes the cost of a 
30cm class sphere with corresponding correctors is comparable to multiple aperture telescopes of the class of 10cm in 
diameters making the concept competitive also for relatively small apertures. A half a meter sphere, still comparable in 
size to several Schmidt telescopes, requires lenses of 250..300mm in diameter that are achievable with a low-cost 
production of a little series. The choice of a dodecahedron, moreover, is just an illustrator one. One could envision a sphere 
built up by a much larger segmented grid of lenses, resembling a fullerene’s layout and larger sphere, or the achievement 
of a relatively small focusing sphere with a set of much cheaper meniscus lenses doable through a sort of almost mass 
production chain. 
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Figure 3 - An overall rendering of the concept described in the text. In this case, the focal plane is entirely filled by 
a continuous array of cameras that are built up by a field lens, a corrector and a properly sized detector. 

 
Figure 4 - With a realistic design, the sphere is surrounded by spiders that are estimated to obstruct less than the 
light usually lost in normal two mirror large telescopes because of their central obstruction. In this design, the 
minimum height at which unvignetted light is collected amounts to about 15 degrees above the horizon. 
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This kind of approach, (see also Figs. 3 and 4) once allowed to observe, for instance, the whole sky above a certain elevation 
above the horizon, is going to requires a huge number of detectors if continuous monitoring of the whole half of the sky is 
being accomplished. This made the choice of CMOS detectors a natural one to avoid to have the cost of the instrument 
dominated largely by the detectors. While conventional wide-field telescopes encompass Field of View of a few tens of 
square degrees, this concept is capable of surpassing the ten thousand of square degrees redefining the concept of wide-
field telescope by about three orders of magnitude. Several approaches on the focal plane, however, can be chosen. One 
can generally not fill the whole focal plane immediately but leave to some robotic correctors to being deployed and to 
mimic equivalent telescopes with the same aperture of the sphere concurring to the same sky, but in completely different 
directions [13] or to allow a subdivision of filters among adjacent cameras in order to achieve almost continuous 
multicolored surveys of the sky. The choice of the fragmentation of the focal plane into individual cameras, that are 
identical to each other and hence are subject to the rules of mass productions, could become a critical choice at a certain 
point, As a pivot figure, a concept like the one devised here covering the whole sky above 30 degrees of elevation (with 
airmass lower than two) with a sampling of about one arcsec will require somehow more than 4000 cameras of 8kx8k 
format. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
Which is the right size of the spherical focuser in order to be cost-effective is still a figure to be defined. As most of the 
involved components, both on the sphere than in the focal plane are to be mass-produced, one could imagine that building 
several of these telescopes would not be particularly further burdening, leading to the concept of an array of mezzocielos 
in which the imagers are used to achieve an equivalent larger aperture or to cover simultaneously different wavelength 
regions. Of course, the matching with energy-sensitive detector would lead to some sort of ultimate facility. Spectral 
absorption properties of the used liquid are also to be taken into account. 

 
Figure 5 - Further to the limit in the size of the focussing sphere due to the size of the manufacturable meniscus 
lenses, transparency of the adopted liquid will place a practical limit. A possibility to overcome such a limitation is 
represented by multiplexing. In this example, 16 equivalent spheres mimic a single half-of-the-sky-capable telescope 
(or “mezzocielo”) with a diameter equivalent to four times each of the individual ones. 
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Tracking on the sky by compensation of Earth rotation, if not possible electronically onto the detector, can be achieved by 
a few angle rotation of the focal plane around an axis parallel to the Earth’s one. Fast-tracking of fast-moving objects in 
the sky like human-made satellites or space debris will require to have the focal plane almost empty with a few cameras 
mounted on some robotic devices able to fast track the objects appearing above the horizon. 
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